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FM RDS Tuner

program types to choose from; Classic, Rock and Pop Music, Sport, News, etc. When the TP function is engaged the tuner will seek a radio station with traffic ... 
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414 AM/FM RDS Tuner • RDS facilities: Program Type (PTY), Radio Text (RT), Traffic Program (TP), Program Service (PS), Alternative Frequency (AF) • Selectable Character-display input for non-RDS stations • 30 Station random presets in 3 banks • 25 kHz tuning steps* • Preset scan • IF Wide / Narrow switch • MOS-FET RF section and Front-End • NAD-Link for remote control capability Tuners, and in particular RDS tuners tend to be swamped with buttons nowadays, obliterating the obvious advantage that RDS can offer; convenience. With the NAD Model 414 tuner you do get the performance NAD tuners are acclaimed for, combined with the convenience of RDS - but without the plethora of superfluous buttons. Features Unlike many other so-called RDS tuners, the NAD Model 414 offers virtually all the facilities that RDS has to offer: PTY will automatically tune in to a station with a specific program type. There are 15 different program types to choose from; Classic, Rock and Pop Music, Sport, News, etc. When the TP function is engaged the tuner will seek a radio station with traffic information. At the touch of a button RT will display additional information broadcast by the radio station, such as the presenter, which music is playing, etc. By engaging AF the tuner will seek the strongest station carrying the same program, if available. Last but not least, PTY will display the name of the radio station tuned to, e.g. BBC 1, so you will always know exactly what station you are listening to. Radio stations without RDS information can be stored in the preset banks with a name of up to eight characters of your choice. The 30 presets can be programmed at random with either AM or FM stations. Three banks of 10 stations means you can organise the presets to personal preference (his or hers) or program type (rock, classical music, news). Preset Scan scrolls through each preset within a bank until you select the preset you want to listen to. Thanks to NAD-Link the Model 414 can be remote controlled by one of NAD's universal remote controls which come supplied with other NAD equipment which sports NAD-Link. Apart from the RDS features, the NAD Model 414 also offers features to get the maximum out of the airwaves. Auto Search automatically stops at the next strong radio signal it comes across and optimises tuning. Weaker radio stations can be tuned into manually. Most other tuners on the market take 50 kHz tuning steps on the FM band but the Model 414 takes 25 kHz steps*, allowing for more precise and accurate tuning. The Wide / Narrow bandwith switch eliminates or reduces interference from adjacent radio stations. The MOS-FET RF section and Front End design together with high quality components and careful PCB lay-out guarantees excellent sensitivity with low intermodulation distortion to provide noise-free reception. The NAD Model 414 even switches automatically to higher sensitivity for weak radio stations and switch to lower sensitivity for very strong signals which might otherwise overload the Front-End tuning section, causing distortion. Although AM can never reach the quality of any FM transmission, the Model 414's AM section retains clarity together with low background noise. Whether you are looking for excellent performance, ease of use or the convenience of RDS, the Model 414 offers all these with the low price / high performance ratio that NAD is so renowned for.



SPECIFICATIONS - NAD Model 414 FM TUNER SECTION Usable input sensitivity



FM Mono: FM Stereo:



50 dB Quieting sensitivity Capture Ratio (FM) Image Rejection IF Rejection Harmonic Distortion Frequency Response



FM Mono: FM Stereo:



FM Mono: FM Stereo: FM Mono: FM Stereo:



11.2 dBf, 1.0 µV, IHF 0.9 µV, DIN 17.2 dBf, 2.0 µV, IHF 20 µV, DIN 16.1 dBf, 1.7 µV 36.1 dBf, 20 µV 1.5 dB 80 dB 76 dB 70 dB 0.1% 0.2% 30Hz - 15 kHz (± 1.5 dB)



AM TUNER SECTION Usable Sensitivity Selectivity Image Rejection IF Rejection Signal / Noise Ratio Harmonic Distortion



10 µV 30 dB 40 dB 40 dB 40 dB 0.7%



PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS Dimensions (W x H x D) Net weight Shipping weight



435 x 96 x 290mm 3.5kg 4.5kg



*120V models take 100 kHz steps, not 25kHz. NOTE: NAD reserves the right to change specifications or design at any time without notice. All specifications are those in effect at time of printing.
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FM Stereo FM-AM Tuner 

display. The signal meter indicates the strength of the broadcast signal. 5. 3. 2 ..... change the FM MODE while using the signal meter to ...... Horloge (cycle de 24.
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FM Stereo FM-AM Tuner 

des chocs mécaniques. • Ne posez rien sur le coffret ... Sélection de l'affichage en allemand 7 .... Vous pouvez choisir un des quatre modes d'affichage suivants.
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FM Stereo FM-AM Tuner - Sony UK 

Check the model number on the front of your tuner so you'll know which instructions apply to you. The. ST-SA5ES is used for illustration purposes. Convention.
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fm stereo tuner rt-961 

CERAMIC CAPACITOR 0.047uF. CP401,402. 068 B2P3-VH. CONNECTOR POST. CP105. 068 B5B-PH-KS. CONNECTOR POST. CP102,104. 068 B7B-PH-KS.
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StorgÃ¥rds Conducts Rachmaninoff StorgÃ¥rds dirige ... AWS 

berlines sport. Sous des lignes Ã©lÃ©gamment sculptÃ©es se trouvent la lÃ©gendaire traction intÃ©grale quattro et un moteur V6 turbo. La S4 est la berline haute .... 1948â€“1953. Opus 77 signifies the concerto's proper chronology. (A film score now b
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FM 

du ou des dÃ©fauts, comme pour tous les monta- ges Ã©lectroniques, en tenant compte de l'expÃ©- rience des pannes les plus frÃ©quentes. La rÃ©pa- ration d'un ...
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AM Tuner - Sony UK 

bibliothèque ou une étagère fermée. Nettoyage du ... Mettez tous les composants hors tension avant .... Raccordez le cordon d'alimentation à une prise murale.
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tvix hd tuner 

It's a completely different type of ... We recommend using a threaded-type antenna connector. TV out, ZOOM ... (You can easily detach the Tuner Cover from TViX body using coins. ... You can download the latest manual on the tvix homepage.
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tvix hd tuner 

Weight. 400g. TVIX HD TUNER Introduction ... It may cause electric shocks or fire. ... Before the TViX is connected to the tuner, the power of TViX should be turned off. Connecting the ... The hard disk must be used under the NTFS file system.
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FM 

1 Connecter le cÃ¢ble de la prise de sortie audio (Audio Out) du pÃ©riphÃ©rique audio ... prise de sortie du pÃ©riphÃ©rique vidÃ©o Ã  la prise d'entrÃ©e correspondante du .... Standard Television Receiving Apparatus â€“ Appareil de rÃ©ception tÃ©lÃ©v
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AM Tuner - Sony UK 

analogique DAB). Sortie numÃ©rique. Borne: Coaxiale et optique. FrÃ©quence d'Ã©chantillonnage: 48kHz. Sortie RDI. Optique. Borne d'antenne. 75Î©, femelle F.
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RDS - web page 

Apr 2, 2017 - Figure 5: Processing sequence for decoding sentences: .... 11 k=find(diff(p(11:1000))>0.5);debut=k(1)+10; % first transition index ... 4. if the error correction code computation on the first 16 bits does not match the last 10 bit ...
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RDS - Interactive Radio System 

Apr 1, 1998 - The Radio Data System RDS was developed by the European ...... Forum on the Internet World Wide Web site at URL: http://www.rds.org.uk/.
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deco-rds - Matthieu Benoit 

9 10 11 12 13 14. C168. FSEL. NIOSO. OSCOUT. 7. + ... To Send IN. 9 RI Ring Indicator. INITI. Titre Decodeur RDS. Auteur :PAULY E. Date 06\97 Ver 1. ZE Z. IN.
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RDS - web page 

Apr 2, 2017 - if (!isempty(pa) && !isempty(pb) && !isempty(pd)) ...... autres rÃ©fÃ©rences ont Ã©tÃ© obtenues auprÃ¨s de Library Genesis, gen.lib.rus.ec, une source ...
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installation instruction glo fm-211, fm-214, fm-216 

www.waclighting.com. Phone (800) 526.2588 • Fax (800) 526.2585. Headquarters/Eastern Distribution Center. 44 Harbor Park Drive • Port Washington, NY ...
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tvix hd tuner - Digital Connection 

will let user enjoy all the fruits of the digital broadcasting as well as the supreme audio and video qualities. â€¢ When using the HDTV mode, you can configure the ...
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RDS - Interactive Radio System 

Apr 1, 1998 - In the case when ARI (see annex H) and radio-data signals are ...... After adding the offset word say d(x) = 0110011000 the transmitted code vector is: ...... Spanish. 2A. Flemish. 0B. Esperanto. 2B. Walloon. 0C. Estonian. 2C.
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PPM(FM 

INTRODUCTION. Thank you for purchasing the FutabaÂ® 6EXAP digital proportional R/C aircraft system. If this is your first â€œcomputerâ€� radio, rest assured that it is ...
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FM - al101fr 

When press the SEL button for more than 2 seconds, it is activated as 12 sec. or 45 sec. for. CD of ESP mode can be selected. TA SEEK. SEL. MASK DPI. SEL.
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AT-200Pro Automatic Tuner - Mobinet 

5 to 250 watts SSB and CW. (100 watts on 6M). â€¢ Easy to read LED bar graph display for RF power,. SWR and status. â€¢ 16,000 3D memories for instantaneous ...
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FM Action 

10 avr. 2018 - at the municipal and federal government levels as well as her personal background working with people with health and disability issues. Mme.
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PPM(FM 

R127DF/R136F narrow band, FM 7/6 channel receiver. ... gear switch / CH.5 ... NOTE: The throttle trim lever is intended for fine tuning the throttle servo when the engine is at idle. ..... you recorded it on a Model Data Recording Sheet in the back o
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USB_RDS_Coder_PC_soft_and_driver RDS USB user manual 

Aug 18, 2007 - RAM data are current sending data and could be dynamically modified ... |b15|b14|b13|b12|b11|b10|b9 |b8 |b7 |b6 |b5 |b4 |b3 |b2 |b1 |b0 |.
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